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1. Introduction of magnetic pair creation controlled 
outer gap model
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γ +B → e+ + e−
Magnetic pair creation:
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γ +B → e+ + e−
Magnetic pair creation:

Make a simplification
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E⊥(z=h2)=0,
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Solution

Φ�(z) =

�
4πg1z

2

2 + C1z, for 0 ≤ z ≤ h1

− 4πg2z
2

2 +D1z +D2, for h1 ≤ z ≤ h2

,

C1 =
2π[h1(h1 − 2h2)g1 + (h1 − h2)2g2]

h2

D1 =
2π[h2

2g2 + h2
1(g1 + g2)]

h2

D2 = −2πh2
1(g1 + g2)

(
h2

h1
)2 = 1 + g1/g2
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The shape of the spectrum can be 
determined by the current in the main 
acceleration region, the size of the main 
acceleration, and the thickness of the gap.



The effect of                               on 
the shape of the spectrum

1− g1, h1/h2, f



model result
1. canonical pulsars





2. MSP
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3.  3-D model

The 3-D model is an extension of the two-layer model to 
a 3-D magnetic field structure.

Why 3D?
The two-layer model can only be used to study the 
phase-averaged spectrum, it dose not consider the 
inclination angle and viewing angle of the pulsar, and 
it cannot provide the light curve and the phase-
resolved spectra, which can tell us the most detailed 
information from the pulsar magnetosphere.
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1− g1 = 0.08

h1/h2 = 0.927

ffit = 0.16

d = 0.287kpc
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light cylinder

open line outer gap

introduce a parameter “a” to represent 
the position of the field line

a=1

a=0definition of “a”



ffit = 0.16

a = 0.93− 1

first open line, a=1

upper boundary, a=0.93

upper boundary of main 
acceleration regions, a = 1− 0.07

h1

h2

�
main acceleration region, if 1− 0.07h1

h2
≤ a ≤ 1

screening region, if 0.93 < a ≤ 1− 0.07h1
h2

,

Divide the gap into many layers, then calculate the radiation from each layer, and 
add them together.
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Find the inclination angle 
and viewing angle by 
making the light curve 
determined by the field 
line structure

α = 56deg

β = 80deg



Using the method in Tang et al (2008) to 
calculate the phase averaged spectrum......
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What about the energy dependent light curve??



We use the method introduced in 
Tang et al (2008) to calculate the 
phase resolved spectra, then 
integrate them......



The black lines are the observed energy dependent light curves of Vela from the Fermi LAT, which are taken from Abdo et al. (2009)
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Distribution of          ,           and    are needed     1− g1 h1/h2 f

No moving third peak!!



Distribution of f

hm

f ≡ hm

rp
=

f(Rlc)

Rlc

is constant (Takata, Wang & Cheng, 2010)

φp is azimuthal angle around magnetic axis

C is a constant

f(φp) =
C

rp(φp)
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Distribution of the currents in the screening 
region and main acceleration region

If the gap is thicker, there are more particles in it.
N = h2ρ̄ ∝ f

Because of the             drift�E × �B
h2(φp)ρ̄(φp) ∝ f(φp +∆φp)

h2(φp) ∼ f(φp)r(φp)

ρ̄(φp) ∝
f(φp +∆φp)

f(φp)r(φp)

ρ̄(φp) = C1 + C2
f(φp +∆φp)

f(φp)r(φp)



h2ρ̄(φp) = h1ρ1 + (h2 − h1)ρ2

(
h2

h1
)2 = 1 + g1/g2







The black lines are the observed energy dependent light curves of Vela from the Fermi LAT, which are taken from Abdo et al. (2009)
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The reason will become clear after the effects of the 
distributions on the light curves are shown.
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h1/h2 = 0.927

f = 0.16



The black lines are the observed energy dependent light curves of Vela from the Fermi LAT, which are taken from Abdo et al. (2009)
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1− g1 = 0.08

h1/h2 = 0.927



The black lines are the observed energy dependent light curves of Vela from the Fermi LAT, which are taken from Abdo et al. (2009)
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The effect of the distribution of the thickness of the main 
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f = 0.16
1− g1 = 0.08



The black lines are the observed energy dependent light curves of Vela from the Fermi LAT, which are taken from Abdo et al. (2009)
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a peak caused by the distribution of 
current and a peak caused by the 
distribution of the “f”.

As the energy increases, the peak caused 
by the “f” becomes more important than 
that caused by the distribution of the 
current.

The two peaks are at different places.

The black lines are the observed energy dependent light curves of Vela from the Fermi LAT, which are taken from Abdo et al. (2009)

The reason is clear:

The the Peak3 moves.
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Summary

1.  In the magnetic pair creation controlled outer gap model, the main source 
of the pairs, which screen out the accelerating electric field in the gap, are 
created near the stellar surface by the strong multipole magnetic field.

2. The two-layer model, which is a simplification of the magnetic pair 
creation controlled outer gap model , can be used to fit most of the phase-
averaged spectra of the gamma-ray pulsars observed by Fermi-LAT.

3.  The 3-D model, which is an extension of the two-layer model to a 3-D field 
structure, can explain the energy-dependent light curves of the Vela Pulsar. 
But some distributions are necessary.

4. The third peak of Vela cannot be provided by the structure of the magnetic 
field lines, it is caused by the distributions of the current and the thickness 
of the gap in the outer gap.



Thank you!


